
 

Actions to take during an Earthquake. 

・Stay under a desk.（Indoor） 
・Cover your head.（Indoor and Outdoor） 
・Open doors and secure exit.（Indoor） 
・Stay away from blocks and walls.（Outdoor） 
 

 

Actions to take once the tremor stops. 

・Follow instructions. (Indoor and Outdoor) 
・Watch out for fire.（Indoor） 
・Help out others（Indoor and Outdoor） 
 

 

On Campus 
Evacuation Action. 

Gofuku Campus Evacuation Area: Ground 1 and 2 
Sugitani Campus Evacuation Area: Track and Field 
Takaoka Campus Evacuation Area: Activities Field 
・Follow the instructions. (Indoor and Outdoor) 
・Cover your head. (Indoor and Outdoor) 
・Pay attention to your surroundings.  

(Indoor and Outdoor) At International House or Home 
・Stay under a desk.（Indoor） 
・Cover your head.（Outdoor） 
・Open doors and secure exit.（Indoor） 
・Stay away from windows. 
（Outdoor） 
 

・Watch out for fire.（Indoor） 

・Help out others（Indoor and Outdoor） 

 

 

 

Gofuku International House evacuation area: Open area 
Sugitani International House evacuation area: Track and Field 
Takaoka Campus International House: Activities Field 
Apartment: nearest elementary schools, junior high schools, or  

each campus 
・Cover your head.（Indoor and Outdoor）  
・Pay attention to your surroundings. (Indoor and Outdoor） 
・Help out others.（Outdoor） 

・Cover your head.（Outdoor） 
・Watch out for falling objects（Outdoor） 
・Stay away from walls and electric  

poles.（Outdoor） 
 

 

 

 

・Cover your head.  
(Indoor and Outdoor) 

・Pay attention to your surroundings. 
     (Indoor and Outdoor) 
・Find out the nearest evacuation cite.  
 

Designated Emergency Shelter 
Gofuku campus area: Gofuku park 
Sugitani campus area: nearest elementary schools or parks 
Takaoka campus area: campus gym and Manyou elementary school 
・Cover your head.（Indoor and Outdoor）  
・Pay attention to your surroundings. (Indoor and Outdoor） 
・Help out others.（Outdoor） 

 

 

Markers of Evacuation Areas 

Marker of Evacuation Area 

 

Markers of Evacuation Areas 
 

Contact List  
①Your Family ②University of Toyama  https://www.u-toyama.ac.jp/en/access/) 
③ANPIC https://anpic-u-toyama.jecc.jp/u-toyama/login/   

The App “Safety tips” 
This app provides alerts such as earthquake early warnings, 
tsunami warnings, and weather warnings within Japan in 
English, Japanese, Hangul, Traditional Chinese, Simplified 
Chinese, Vietnamese, Thai, Indonesian, and Tagalog. 

When away from home 
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